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Treating delivery pipelines like a product
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Hello and thanks for your interest in this talk.

I hope I can make this valuable and exciting…

-

My name is Marcel Britsch. I’ve been helping organisations and their teams deliver products for the last 20 years. These days I work as contract consultant with 
consultancies, and private and public sector clients, helping them build the best products and services they can… 
-

I am available as consultant, advisor, coach&mentor, to work with or run your teams.

I also speak at other conferences, blog and podcast. 

So please do get in touch…


You can find me here:

- LinkedIn: https://www.linkedin.com/in/marcelbritsch

- Site: https://www.beautifulabstraction.com

- Blog: https://www.thedigitalbusinessanalyst.co.uk

- Podcast: https://www.theburnup.com

http://www.beautifulabstraction.com


Treat your delivery pipeline 
like a product (or service)

A proposal if I may: 

We should treat our delivery pipeline like a product and consequently design, develop and operate it like one. 



From ideas to features in the 
hand of users

 Your delivery pipeline is the mechanism

The reason I got/get involved in the design and development of delivery pipelines is that while literally all my engagements started with the brief to build a software 
application we found that quite frequently the mechanism to delivery these products was not in place or at least not well designed (making delivery and related 
quality / hitting milestones hard or impossible).


- - - 

 
They say ideas are a dime a dozen - and while I do not agree with the first part of this statement - what it means to imply is true: that (wile ideas may or may not be 
abundant and easy to find) it is also hard to get them out of the door well.



Set of people, tools and 
practices that enable 
teams to turn ideas into 
products or services in the 
hands of users.

Delivery 
pipeline

A DEFINITION

Icons from www.flaticon.com by www.flaticon.com/authors/elias-bikbulatov

A definition first: 
I see delivery pipelines as the


‘set of people, tools and practices that enable teams to turn ideas into products or services in the hands of users’.


If this makes you go “wtf??!??”, feel free to take a narrower definition like  “code at the tips of busy engineers’ fingers turned into an application on a production 
environment’’.


All I propose in this talk will apply just the same. However: please humour me:

 

I do trust that by the end of my talk you’ll see why

 - maybe in a bit of an utopian product management paradise) - 

the wider definition makes sense

- even if most organisations won’t - and maybe can’t - think that broadly just yet - 

 and that taking this holistic stance is beneficial

- in practice or just as a mental model


—

Icons from www.flaticon.com 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• Browser

• Certificate
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• Copy

• File

• Floppy disk

• HTML

• Monitor

• Settings

• Cloud computing

• Picture

• Server

• Box

https://www.flaticon.com/packs/business-icon-set

• Light bulb

• Man

• Presentation

• Bar chart

https://www.flaticon.com/packs/data-and-multimedia-elements

• CD

• Headset

https://www.flaticon.com/packs/multimedia-controls

• Question

https://www.flaticon.com/packs/marketing-and-e-commerce-collection

• Diamond

• Clock

• Unboxing

https://www.flaticon.com/packs/science-and-education

• Flask

• Open book

• Thinking

https://www.flaticon.com/packs/medicine-collection

• Eye

http://www.flaticon.com
http://www.flaticon.com/authors/elias-bikbulatov


Set of people, tools and 
practices that enable 
teams to turn ideas into 
products or services in the 
hands of users.

Delivery 
pipeline

A DEFINITION

Design Code Commit Build

Deploy 
(Env x)

Approve / 
Release

Deploy 
(Env x)

Deploy to Live

Test

Problem / 
Opportunity

Goals Ideate Hypotheses /  
Experiments

Product / Service Operations /  
Support

Feedback

Value

Icons from www.flaticon.com by www.flaticon.com/authors/elias-bikbulatov
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Today

• Why treat pipelines as a product 
• What is a product mindset 
• How to product manage a 

delivery pipeline

So based on this, I want to chat about

• Why delivery pipelines matter and why it is important we treat them as a product

• What this paradigm shift to a product mindset means

and, of course, 

• How to product manage a delivery pipeline (how to apply that product mindset)



Why treat delivery pipelines as a 
product?

So why treat delivery pipelines as a product?



Your pipeline is not what 
you think it is

Most organisation I have worked with started out with the mindset that


Deliver pipelines are by and for nerds (preferably in the basement), a technical tool non-techies don’t have to worry about, certainly not management


But in fact your delivery pipeline is much more than this. Why is that?



And they matter (for 3 reasons)

And they matter (for 3 reasons)



Delivery pipelines matter 
because 

• They are key enablers 

• One size does not fit all 

• Delivery pipelines can be competitive advantage

Delivery pipelines matter because 


- they are key enablers (so you need a good one)

- One size does not fit all (so you you have to customise it)

- They can be a source of competitive advantage (so it’s worth managing them like one)


Leta touch on each point because it will inform about how we think about the design and operation of our pipelines.



DELIVERY PIPELINE ARE A

Key enabler

to turn ideas into products in the 
hands of users sustainably, with ease, 
reliably and at pace.

Problem / 
Opportunity

Product / Service

Value

Feedback

Icons from www.flaticon.com by www.flaticon.com/authors/elias-bikbulatov

At the bare minimum a pipeline is a key enabler that allows you to turn ideas into products in the hands of users, with ease, at pace and reliably, then operate, 
maintain, learn and evolve them.


However, organisations I work with often have pipelines that are

- disjointed (breaks in the process like stagegates or manual handovers),

- inefficient (limited automation testing, resource provisioning, self serve),

- meeting the wrong requirements (over-designed in parts while having gaps leading to bottlenecks in other areas).


Funnily this is frequently seen as ‘the way it is’ and organisations and teams are largely accept the resulting lengthy and low quality release cadence that means

• Less features in the hand of users

• Lower quality

• Slower organisational learning

• Increased pain (> less motivated teams) 

So if for no other reason than good process, you want a well working pipeline, but it gets more interesting

—
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• Presentation

• Bar chart

https://www.flaticon.com/packs/marketing-and-e-commerce-collection

• Diamond

• Clock

• Unboxing

https://www.flaticon.com/packs/medicine-collection

• Eye
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FOR DELIVERY PIPELINES

We need to tailor to what our 
needs are now, and allow for 
evolution to what they might be in 
the future.

One size does 
not fit all

Icons from www.flaticon.com by www.flaticon.com/authors/elias-bikbulatov

One (delivery pipeline) ‘design’ does not fit all. 

I want to illustrate this with three examples: 

- A financial services organisation with a classic multi-environment pipeline and heavy manual testing and deployment stagnates.

- A provider of medical software with 3 monthly releases in a heavily regulated environment. 

When we started working with them their delivery pipeline was a set of decoupled (air-gapped even) environments and loads of manual processes; especially a 
massive manual creation of release documentation (think sealed/stamped DVDs with source code of the respective release to be used in case of disputes (imagine a 
mis-diagnosis and result inquest).


- A services provider with the wish to move towards cloud agnostic infrastructure that would allow zdro-downtime cloud switchover to guarantee  business continuity 
(possibly a mis-interpreted regulatory requirement)


- A blitz-scaling FinTec startup deploying directly into production multiple times a day and using feature flagging to control release ‘scope’. (Vercel / LaunchDarkly) 

 
While there are underlying ‘best’ practices and paradigms that all of these shared (such as automation and self-service are good’) it should be obvious that the context 
of the organisation, their cultural evolutionary stage (how much they can stomach, their teams’ ways of working), but also their regulatory context (risk (appetite)) and the 
competitive landscape (speed to market, learning loops) allow for and require very different approaches and delivery pipeline designs.


So we need to tailor to what our needs are now, and allow for evolution to what they might be in the future. 

—
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FOR DELIVERY PIPELINES

We need to tailor to what our 
needs are now, and allow for 
evolution to what they might be in 
the future.

One size does 
not fit all

Icons from www.flaticon.com by www.flaticon.com/authors/elias-bikbulatov
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DELIVERY PIPELINE AS SOURCE OF

Competitive 
advantage

Building our pipeline well can mean 
a competitive edge over our 
competitors.

Icon from www.flaticon.com by www.flaticon.com/authors/elias-bikbulatov

If we consider the intrinsic role of an organisations’ pipeline(s)  as ‘enabler’ of value delivery across our ‘value chain’ and that their design is contextual, then not onl


- should we treat them as corporate asset

- but that they can be a source of competitive advantage  

(although that’s not always the case, nor required for product thinking to apply it just raises the importance of managing this asset well).


Coming back to the examples:

- Over 3 years! the medical software company created efficiencies by streamlining the regulatory process by having compliance raise risks against epics, link them to 

features and tests (in their backlog management tool) and spit out documentation including  feature ‘specs’ but also the risks identified against each feature, test case 
and test results, all fully traceable. This reduced effort of around 20 md per release to literally nothing. And increased quality of the release documentation.


- The startup, acting in a highly competitive space with fast moving innovation, by deploying  directly to production got an edge over other companies by being leaner 
(less people) and being faster to market.


—

Icons from www.flaticon.com 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Delivery pipelines matter: so treat 
them with a product mindset!

Whether you view your pipeline as enabler, asset or source of competitive advantage, you should manage it’s design, build and operation well… Like, any other product 
or services

__

Consider this: you wouldn’t ask a team of software (or other) engineers to just get on with building the next instant delivery app, payment gateway or reporting portal 
without giving them guidance on ‘what the right thing to do is’ (oh wait, that happens all the time - but that’s clearly bad behaviour so let’s not repeat it!)

__

So my point is that you’ll want to apply a product mindset (= product thinking) (values, tools, techniques) to how you go about 

- Design

- Building

- Operating

your pipeline so that your are doing ‘the right thing’.



What is a product mindset?

What does this mean?



User Business

Capabilities, Technology  and Environment

Desirability Viability

Feasibility

Product / Service

Find product-
‘market’-fit 
Ensure 
• Desirability 
• Viability 
• Feasibility

Ultimately, a product mindset is all about finding ‘product-market-fit’: doing the right thing to satisfy customers (users) within the given context and at this 
point in time in a sustainable manner). 

Desirability

If you think back, then our users are not only engineers, they are many people across the entire value chain. They are management and sales people that set goals and 
define the product portfolio, product managers requesting features and gathering feedback, designers, analysts, engineers designing and implementing the products and 
many people they work with (risk, compliance, infosec, systems owners), operations who need to ensure the product works as intended and need to be able to trouble 
shoot if we run into problems, customer support, and, of course our users who are interested in the features that are valuable, work reliably, come at the right price, and 
are ideally made available ‘yesterday’, and who want their interests protected (privacy, etc). All these users and stakeholders have some interest in how you design and 
operate your pipeline.

So we need to understand who they are, which ones are (most) important, and what they ‘want’, but also ‘what the right thing is for them’. (See my examples below).


Viability

Users always want more than we can reasonably provide. This is where viability comes in: what are our business goals and our organisational constraints and how does 
this inform what we should do and what we should not do? 
One important point is to look at what is the right thing to do now, but also what we might need in the future, and ensure we have the right strategy over time. Remember, 
premature optimisation is the root of all evil, but so is not being able to evolve…

Quite frequently this area will be driven by commercial analysis: how much value do we get out of the various things we could do in light of what they will cost us.


Feasibility




This is linked to what is actually possible to do. Not commercially, but technically, i.e. where the industry is, but also in regards to the maturity of the organisation, and 
other organisational constraints. This may be linked to what regulators or internal policies allow us or require us to do, what skills and technologies we have available, 
how our organisation, enterprise or technical architecture is structured, what the culture is…


Let’s look at some examples

- For that medical software supplier we chose Bash as scripting language because the DevOps lead was comfortable with that. This was a mistake, as the client 

teams had no Bash capacities, but as a .Net shop would have been far more comfortable with Python.

- The services company pushed for earliest implementation of a service mesh to manage an envisaged (far?) future 100s of micro-services as well as the mentioned 

cloud agnosticism with zero downtime cloud to cloud switchover. 
Considering that non existing dev (and other) environments massively impeded feature delivery and lead to missing contractual deadlines with the client’s clients and 
that at that point there were only 3 (not so micro)services the service mesh certainly seemed too early. Let’s not talk about cloud agnosticism.




Product management 
best practices 

• User centricity and focusing on value 
• Thinking holistically 
• Be user centric - think service 
• Iterate, monitor, learn and evolve 
• Act lean

In practice product management means 


- Understanding who our users are and what is valuable to them

- Taking a holistic stance, that is full end to end across the value chain but also over time

- Working in increments, iterations, monitor use and changes in the landscape, learn and evolve

- Work lean, i.e. continuous delivery of value in small steps rather than massive step-change, reduce waste, just in time, defer decisions, keep options open, enable 

adaptability and the capability to evolve



Delivering value in context and 
with stustainability in mind

 Product mindset  / thinking / management

Product mindset / thinking / management means to deliver what is valuable in the given context while being open to change in the future.



Providing (only those) capabilities that 
are valuable and usable now - while 

being able to adpat and evolve.

For our pipeline this means

In practice terms this means



How to product manage 
a delivery pipeline

So how does this look in practice and what tools can we use?



Just add product

Generally speaking, you do the same as with any other product development, i.e. you use the same tools and techniques.  
I’ll take you through some examples of the  most useful ones.



A word for the worried: 

• You don’t have to boil the ocean.  

• It’s should be help, not a leash. 

• This is not a new methodology.

A word for the worried: if all this sounds daunting and massive, it isn’t and shouldn’t be:


- you can formally add product management (or just add ingredients here and there, be this process or roles)

- product management is always a facilitator, never a thing in it’s own right

- we are not talking about a new methodology, it’s just applying what’s already out there


______________


Yes, you can make product management a formal ingredient, with a dedicated product manager/owner attached, and very formal workshops and artefacts created, I 
would only recommend this for large scale initiatives  and teams or organisations new to this.  
(In the former case to understand and context, in the latter case to provide guidance and the right prioritisation.)


But, for a more played in team, a supporting product manager or a DevOps engineer putting a product management ‘hat’ on, can be totally fine.


Careful though, assuming it’s just gonna happen organically usually does not lead to good outcomes. 


Also: Good product management facilitates, mostly by asking good questions and focus on value. This is not about constraining devops experts, nor is it about mistrust, 
it’s about guidance and focus.

Remember, if you were a software engineer, you’d raise an eyebrow if there was no product owner in the team. So why should this be different here? You wouldn’t build a 
normal product without goals, context and roadmap.




The acid test always is: what would we do for a ‘normal’ product?



Some illustrations…

So how does this look in practice?


Please note that the following slides are not real examples, just ‘illustrations’.



UNDERSTAND

Context

Understand your context 

• Goals 

• Opportunities 

• Contraints

Start with setting the scene. Understand your context. 
 
Define and align on

- what near, mid and long-term goals the delivery pipeline needs to to support. Why do you want a pipeline?

- What key opportunities are there, what problems can be solved (and I mean in the wider organisational sense)

- What are your key constraints?  

What is possible?


Remember the medical software example: the brief was to containerise to get away from old hardware. During our analysis we found that a much bigger problem/
opportunity was to streamline the regulatory approval process which was part of releases. 


Modelling of any existing process will certainly help a lot in this case. For this specific example this was a major separate activity.


___________________


For a startup obviously you wouldn’t need as-is analysis, but look towards what would be desirable and feasible/viable at this point in time to drive business outcomes 
(e.g. speed to market and learning)



ONION

Who are you dealing with

Users and 
stakeholders

Understand who will be benefiting from the pipeline. 

Identify, who

- will be using the pipeline

- who expects some of its benefits or outputs

- who contributes to it / can impact it (or its delivery)

- who is impacted by it (or its delivery)


Generally speaking, you need to think broader than we frequently do.


Think in ‘spheres’ of influence.


You’ll have your usual suspects like engineers, QAs, devops engineers, but also the wider audience such as product people and management, but also, of course, and 
maybe most important to identify, specialist stakeholders, such as, in the case of the medical software example compliance and regulatory bodies.



VALUE PROP CANVAS

Understand users’ needs

Needs and 
solutions

Adaptation of Ideation Canvas by Futuris Lean Service Creation.

Understand your users expectations, the jobs they need to accomplish, the problems they have.  

There are a number of models you can use, a bullet point list may just do fine.

Or, you can use a value proposition canvas whereby you identify jobs to be done, gains and pains and match them to features. 
 
These you can then priories in context to goals established earlier. 

As example, consider your compliance manger:

- Worried about risks > can we ensure more ‘coverage’ and a more formal ‘process’?

- Needs to demonstrate traceability > can we use our backlog tracker for this?

- Painful to create that document > automation?

- Would love this to be directly linked to regulatory bodies > integration? 

Note that DevOps engineers come in at three points:

- SME for solutionising

- Stakeholder / user  but also with requirement

- Implementers / operators


______

Model: Adaptation of Ideation Canvas by Futuris Lean Service Creation.

https://leanservicecreation.com/


EXPERIENCE MAP / 
SERVICE BLUEPRINT

Understand the end to end

Model 
experience

If you want to go to town, you can use an experience map to model this across all stages fo the value chain.


This, I think, is useful if it’s a big initiative, a complex organisation, and you need to build a list of potential features. This can also be useful as strategic planning and 
communication tool.



WARDLEY MAP

Identify where to put your 
effort and focus

Strategic focus

Adaptation of Wardley Mapping Canvas by Simon Wardley. 
Original document: https://learnwardleymapping.com/project/wardley-mapping-canvas/ 

To under your strategic focus, i.e. where to put effort and focus and what to stay away from you can use a Wardley map.  
 
This is maybe one of the more complex tools to use, but it allows you to model the various components of your delivery pipeline, identify those that add value - especially 
those that are a source of competitive advantage - and where they are in the maturity cycle.

You can then decide where to put effort, what to incept, build or buy.


In case of the medical software company this meant that one would focus on the regulatory aspect and innovate there, even push boundaries with the regulators, while 
one would not develop an automation server but ‘buy/rent’ this capability in. 


_______

Model Adaptation of Wardley Mapping Canvas by Simon Wardley.

Original document: https://learnwardleymapping.com/project/wardley-mapping-canvas/

https://learnwardleymapping.com/
https://learnwardleymapping.com/project/wardley-mapping-canvas/


FEATUREMAP / PRODUCT ROADMAP

What and when

Prioritisation

Adaptation of the original concept by: Storymapping was first ‘invented’ by Jeff Patton.

Finally, based on all the previous work, you’ll want to prioritise: what do first, what to support next


A feature map is the perfect tool for this.

 
Remember that you can group features into releases that address organisational and team goals over time, e.g.

- Provide a basic end to end process as to unblock teams

- Enable basic release to prod

- Enable compliance documentation automation

- Enable strong self-serve capabilities


These become your product roadmap.


____

Model: Storymapping was first ‘invented’ by Jeff Patton.

https://www.jpattonassociates.com/user-story-mapping/


PLAYBOOK

Kicking things off

Inceptions

Finally, consider inceptions as a kick off activity.


So front-load the above activities.

This is light-weight of course. Not BDUF. 
If done well, this does wonders for focus and subsequent easy of delivery.


This can be anything from a series of workshops over a week or two including a large number of stakeholders or just a couple of hour discussion.

It depends on the complexity of your initiative, contextually, technically and politically.


________________

For the medical software company this was a two week exercise, and then a number of months analysis and design to get the compliance bit right.

For the startup it was two hours of chat and review during our retros of whether anything was missing, needed evolution.



What does ‘good’ look like?

So, finally, what does good look like?



User centric, holistic, lean 
evolution

‘Good’ means

- delivering what is valuable to users within a given context

- approaching it from a holistic perspective that goes across the full value chain

- evolving the product in iterations


So that we deliver value early, learn and can adapt to future demand.




• Adding ‘product’ makes a big difference 
• The good thing is you don’t have to worry about it (too much)

So where does that leave you?

Having added product management sometimes more lightly (implicit) and sometimes more heavy (explicit) makes a big difference:

- More clarity for the DevOps engineers: ‘finally I know what to focus on’ (options to do stuff are rarely in short supply, but what is the right thing to do, and to do ‘now’?)

- Happier stakeholders: value for the business and for engineers. Enabling what adds most value, removing the biggest impediments. Designing features in a way that 

user like to use them.

 
You, as DevOps engineers may not have to worry about it too much, apart from asking for it: You may have access to a product person who - even if they don’t know 
much about DevOps - can add product skills.

But this means that you’ll have to collaborate with them as stakeholder, user and SEM.

After all you are the experts.

And, if one of you feels this all sounds interesting, why not put a product hat on from time to time?



Want to know more?



https://bit.ly/PM-DevOps

Download this deck and find links to related content via the QR code above or here https://bit.ly/PM-DevOps


- - -  

I am available as consultant, advisor, coach&mentor, to work with or run your teams.

I also speak at other conferences, blog and podcast. 

So please do get in touch…


You can find me here:

- LinkedIn: https://www.linkedin.com/in/marcelbritsch

- Site: https://www.beautifulabstraction.com

- Blog: https://www.thedigitalbusinessanalyst.co.uk

- Podcast: https://www.theburnup.com

https://bit.ly/PM-DevOps


I’d love to hear from you…

www.beautifulabstraction.com
marcel.britsch@beautifulabstraction.com

Web Blog

www.thedigitalbusinessanalyst.com

THE DIGITAL BUSINESS ANALYST
Agile musings and ramblings

www.theburnup.com

Podcast

www.beautifulabstraction.com

Marcel Britsch
Product consultant

Thank you 

I am available as consultant, advisor, coach&mentor, to work with or run your teams.

I also speak at other conferences, blog and podcast. 

So please do get in touch…


You can find me here:

- LinkedIn: https://www.linkedin.com/in/marcelbritsch

- Site: https://www.beautifulabstraction.com

- Blog: https://www.thedigitalbusinessanalyst.co.uk

- Podcast: https://www.theburnup.com
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Questions?

https://bit.ly/PM-DevOps
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